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On the state of software quality

~9% of 2017 
US GDP
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Intro to Runtime Verification (RV)

• RV is an emerging discipline for checking that 
software executions satisfy some specifications

• e.g., this is one of only ~3 RV courses in the world

• RV brings the mathematical rigor of formal 
verification to everyday software development

• RV is often called a “lightweight” formal method
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One reason why RV is appealing
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Formal Verification:
Prove mathematically 
that a program is correct

RV: Check that program 
executions are correct

Testing: Check if subset of program 
inputs give correct output
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About Owolabi

• Research interests: software testing and applied 
formal methods like RV

• I received my PhD from UIUC in 2019
• thesis: incremental RV during software testing

• I found my thesis topic while trying to streamline 
work with my two co-advisors
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Who’s using RV?

6
https://grammatech.github.io/prj/artcat



Who’s using RV? (2)

7https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B0yXz6EeCaA



What this course is about (1)
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Formal Verification

Testing

Foundations of RV

1998

Now

How does RV work? How to scale RV to large software? 
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What this course is about (2)
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Formal Verification

Testing

Current challenges in RV

Now

???

Can RV scale like testing and have guarantees of verification? 
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What this course is about (3)

• Hands-on exposure to RV

• Learn how to use at least one RV tool

• Apply RV to open-source software

• Figure out if RV is an area of (research) interest for you
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What this course is not about

• Formal verification, proof methodology, etc.

• Learning about logic (but we will use some logics)

• Software engineering knowledge and skills

• Take CS5150 (Sp’22) or CS5154 (Fa’22) if that’s your goal
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Your turn: other QA approaches?
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Formal Verification

RV

Testing

?

?
?

?
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Small group discussion (5 mins) 

• Introduce yourself to people in your group

• What other QA approaches have you used or heard 
about? 

• What are the advantages and disadvantages of each?

• Share the results of your group discussion
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What did your group discuss?



What did your group discuss?



Now that we broke the ice…

CS6156 is a 
discussion-based 

class
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Formal (static) verification
• E.g., model checking, static analysis

Code Model

Extract Analyze
Bug 1
Bug 2
…

Pros
Good code coverage
Applied early in development
Mature and well studied
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Spec+
Cons
Errors in modeling
False positives
Often does not scale



Software testing

Expected output Oracle Pass/Fail

Program Input

Pros
Easier for most developers
Scales well in practice
Leverages developer insights

Code
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Cons
Low code coverage (misses bugs)
Writing good oracles is hard
High maintenance costs, e.g., 
obsolete tests, slow tests



Runtime verification

Code
RV Violations

Specs

Pros
No false positives
Scales better than “full”  
formal verification
Provides additional oracles 
for software testing
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Cons
Limited to observed executions
Currently requires training in formal 
methods
More costly than software testing 
(higher overheads)



How runtime verification works

Code

Instrument Instrumented 
Code

Execute

Monitors

Events

Violations

Specs

• Many (but not all) RV techniques follow this model

• CS 6156 is (mostly) organized around this model
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What you’ll learn (events, traces)

Code

Instrument Instrumented 
Code

Execute

Monitors

Events

Violations

Specs

• A formal view of events, traces, and properties
• Program events (e.g., method calls, field access, etc)
• Event dispatch (e.g., which monitors to send events to?)
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What you’ll learn (specifications)

Code

Instrument Instrumented 
Code

Execute

Monitors

Events

Violations

Specs

• What kinds of properties can RV check?
• What are languages for specifying properties in RV?

• LTL, ERE, CFG, and other logical formalisms

• Where do properties come from? (You may write some)
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What you’ll learn (instrumentation)

Code

Instrument Instrumented 
Code

Execute

Monitors

Events

Violations

Specs

• How to instrument code to obtain runtime events?
• Compile-time vs. runtime instrumentation
• Problems and challenges of instrumentation
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What you’ll learn (monitors)

Code

Instrument Instrumented 
Code

Execute

Monitors

Events

Violations

Specs

• Monitor synthesis (translating specs to monitors)
• Monitoring algorithms (how monitors get and check events)
• Monitor indexing and garbage collection

• Small-sized programs often generate tens of millions of monitors
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What you’ll learn (other topics)

• How to reduce RV overhead?
• Combine with static analysis
• Hardware-assisted RV
• Sampling the events to check

• How to increase RV coverage?
• Use RV during software testing
• Incremental RV

• RV in other domains (depending on your interests)
• hardware monitoring, networking, etc.
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Is that all there is to RV?
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Questions about course content?
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Logistics

https://freelearners.files.wordpress.com/2015/02/exploring_learning_together4-2arl9wb.jpg 28



CS6156 information

• Owolabi Legunsen
• Web: https://www.cs.cornell.edu/~legunsen
• Email: legunsen@cornell.edu
• Office Hours: Wed/Fri 4:00-5:00pm

• Course web page (with in-progress schedule)
• https://www.cs.cornell.edu/courses/cs6156/2023sp
• Go over the web page this week
• Announcements will be sent on Canvas
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CS 6156: Advanced SE/PL/Systems 
PhD-level course
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You are expected to…
• Read assigned texts before each class 

• Complete 2-3 homework assignments

• Conduct  a research project

• Lead 1 paper discussion and present your project
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Your grade will be based on…

Readings 10%
Homework (programming) 10%
In-class participation 5%
Presentation and discussion lead 15%
Course project 60%
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My goal is to give everyone an A

But you must do your part



Readings
• Readings will provide deeper understanding of RV

• You *will* feel lost in CS 6156 if you don’t read

• Ask exactly 2-3 non-trivial questions on a shared PDF
• can’t ask a question that someone already asked
• questions should show that you have thought 

deeply about the text
• bring other questions to class

• Due 11:59pm AOE the day before class
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Presentation and discussion lead

• Each student will lead in-class discussion of a paper

• Work with Owolabi ahead of time to prepare

• Know the paper well, answer classmates’ questions

• Summarize the paper in class (~30mins)

• Discuss questions that others asked
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Homework

• 2 – 3 programming assignments

• Two goals

• Assess your understanding of reading and lectures

• Practice different aspects of RV
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Course project goals 
• Develop and present an idea

• Do a literature survey

• Work out your idea to a degree

• Evaluate the idea to some degree

• Write a 6-10 page paper on
36



Course projects logistics
• Work individually or in self-selected groups

• Working in groups is strongly encouraged, ideally 
with folks at same “level”: PhD/MS, MEng, BS

• BYOP: Could be a research project that you’re 
working on already, but should be in state of infancy

• A set of RV-related projects will also be suggested
• But, executing the project is your job. So, choose wisely.
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Tentative project timeline

Milestone Due date
Project proposal 2/14
Literature review 3/7
Intermediate project report 4/4
Final project report 5/9
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Before next class (pre-homework)

• Read the course webpage
• https://www.cs.cornell.edu/courses/cs6156/2023sp
• Read the assigned “How to read/write SE paper” articles

• If you are not a PhD student, send me an email 
answering these questions:

• Your background (courses, internship, other experience)
• What are you looking to get from CS 6156?
• What project option are you currently interested in?
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Questions about logistics?
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Discuss: Why is RV a “verification”?

Code
RV Violations

Specs

Expected output Oracle Pass/Fail

Program Input

Code

Compared with testing…

41
Is there any QA approach that can’t be shown as above?



RV as “verification”? (vision)

1. RV can be done as a system runs in production

2. RV can allow the system to recover just before 
violations occur
• Seems relatively under-explored in practice

3. So, RV can be used to ensure that a system never 
goes wrong with respect to a specification
• In theory, RV can force the system to always be correct
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Recall: high-level view of RV

Code
RV Violations

Specs

Now: concrete examples of RV tool, inputs, and outputs

• One RV tool that we will use in this class is JavaMOP
• https://github.com/runtimeverification/javamop

(Tool: JavaMOP)
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Example spec: Collection_SynchronizedCollection (CSC)
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Live demo: RV of CSC on toy code 
https://javamop.coecis.cornell.edu/run

1. Click on spec

2. Click on code

3. Run w/o RV

4. Run with RV
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What we saw during the demo

• A spec written as an ERE

• JavaMOP output

• JavaMOP finds a violation in code that runs “correctly”
• is the violation a bug, though?

• An online environment for using JavaMOP
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…
65:   im = 
Collections.synchronizedList(…);
66:   for (IInvokedMethod iim : im) { … }
…

SuiteHTMLReporter

TestOnClassListener

The “RV process” (also used in demo)

JavaMOP

CSC was violated on… SuiteHTMLReporter.java:66… a
synchronized collec on was accessed in thread−unsafe manner

Violations

…
CSC

Manual inspection: 
multiple threads 
can access “im”
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RV in my SE (RV + testing) research

• Monitored the tests in 229 open-source software
• some of them have over 200K lines of code

• RV found hundreds of bugs that testing missed
• many have been confirmed

• But there are still many challenges
• You’ll discover some of them in this class
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Next class…

• Start with the basics: events, traces, properties

• Reading is assigned (overview of RV)
• Due by 11:59pm AOE Thursday 2/3/2022 
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What we learned so far

• A comparison of RV with other QA approaches

• A whirlwind tour of RV

• Learning outcomes, course content, and logistics

• Demo of an RV tool (JavaMOP)
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